
Connectivity is now standard equipment –

Monitoring, controlling & optimising operations has never been easier

The professional and continuous use of data and digital

applications potentially increases your performance and

efficiency, saves fuel and material, leads to lower CO2 emissions

and improves safety. Aebi Schmidt offers easy, flexible and

tailormade access to your data and applications on its cloud-

based platform IntelliOPS – now as a standard for all airport

equipment as well as sweeper models in selected regions.

As our mission is to improve the performance of our customers, we

offer digital solutions to support efficient processes since more than a

decade. Now this offer is no longer an option but standard equipment.

All airport equipment and our sweeper models in selected regions are

equipped with a modem ex works and, for the duration of one year, a

free access to the basic set of functionalities on our IntelliOPS

platform.

Either way you decide yourself whether you want to activate modem

and platform access or not. Should you decide against it, no data will

be collected or transmitted.

IntelliOPS: All data & applications on one platform

Find your local contact person on

www.aebi-schmidt.com

Scan to discover 

Aebi Schmidt on YouTube.

Data and offer is subject to change.

Illustrations are not binding.
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At Aebi Schmidt we do not talk to you as «a customer». We

understand that your requirements are unique. And that’s why you

decide by yourself if and to what extent you wish to use your data and

the corresponding digital solutions. You chose what to do with it:

The list of benefits if working cleverly with your own data is almost

inexhaustible. Here are just the most important of them:

✓ ecologically and sustainable operations

✓ improved safety for all stakeholders

✓ improved efficiency and operational excellence

✓ altogether leading to less cost

✓ minimises risks in general and downtime risk in particular

✓ enables to work in peace of mind

✓ offers direct control and influence of operations

✓ assures transparency to the in- and outside

✓ can automate a substantial part of the workflow

Make it your own Benefits

Either way, our digital solutions make sure that you can integrate all of

your vehicle and machine brands. They are all accessible on the

IntelliOPS platform and can be used on any device.

plan & control & document & automate &

monitor influence report optimize


